In the first part of the Hollow Earth I hoped I have shown Biblical
evidence of a Hollow Earth with openings at the poles that are now
covered by ice - the Arctic and Antarctic circles.
Rumors of people inhabiting an inner earth sound preposterous to our
sophisticated minds today!
The U.S. government took the Hollow Earth seriously! In the early part
of the 19th century, Captain John Simms popularized the idea of a Hollow
earth with openings at the poles. Simms inspired the ill fated Antarctic
Expedition of Charles Wilkes in 1838-1840. The Smithsonian Institute was
built for the express purpose of holding their findings. Funds and approval
was backed by Congress and then President John Quincy Adams. Simms
also believed there was a race of “white” natives that lived there. The
South
American and North American Indians both have myths and legends about
a tribe of white inner earth dwellers. From Tibetan monks of the
Himalayas to Nordic myths from ancient Europe this common theme
exists in all cultures.
What is amazing is what the Bible might have to say about life inside the
earth! Gen 4:12-14 “... a fugitive and a vagabond shalt thou be in the earth.
And Cain said unto the LORD, My punishment is greater than I can bear.
Behold, thou hast driven me out this day from the face of the earth; and
from thy face shall I be hid; and I shall be a fugitive and a vagabond in the
earth...And Cain went out from the presence of the LORD, and dwelt in
the land of Nod, on the east of Eden”. So if it has already been determined
that Eden is inside the earth, it can give a whole new meaning to just who
The “King’s of the East are in Rev 16! Only the King James and the
original Jewish Torah use the term “in” the earth. “Face of the earth’ is
better rendered as the surface of the earth. By this verse it would seem to
be very clear that Cain and his descendants were sentenced to wander IN
the earth. Modern translations based on the assumption that there is no
such thing as an inner earth translate it as “upon” the earth.” Clearly from
the Bible there is a Hollow Earth with life inside.
In 1871 Famous Author Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton published a book
called “The Coming Race.” He was famous for his book The Last days of
Pompeii. A High Mason and member of the Rosicrucians and The Golden
Dawn, the book was steeped in occult gnosis . This “fiction” book was
about an underground race of superior humans who controlled a power
called the Vril. They would someday resurface to control the earth. Not
only was this “fictional” book believed it was acted upon. A secret society
was created by it. The Vril society! They, along with the Thule society

based on the book “Secret Doctrines” by Helena Blavatski combined with
several other secret societies, to become a very well known political
organization. Their agenda was to find the inner earth opening, make an
alliance and help develop genetically, Blavatski’s master root race, the
God men that existed before the great flood as man’s next evolutionary
step, The New Order.. ( Blavatski’s “Theosophy” today is heralded as the
“God Mother” of the New Age.) The sun wheel sign was the symbol of
this race. This new group adopted this sign as their own. They went to the
Antarctic with all of their resources in 1938 and Colonized and began
digging. Many rumors surround this alleged incident. I believe these are
the people who dug into hell prophesied by Amos. The Aryan was
Blavatski’s master race, the sun wheel sign was the swastika! The Vril and
Thule societies were a part of the National Socialists Party...The Nazis!
Adolf Hitler and the Nazi’s were the ones to “dig into hell as refugees
fleeing the fall of Germany at the end of the war.
This unknown part of history may be confirmed by the Bible.
Only by a word by word re-examination of Isa 14:8-11 do you realize
that a once dead leader is with them. This event was an accidental
encounter into the lowest level of Hell. Job 26:5-6 “Dead things are
formed from under the waters, and the inhabitants thereof. Hell is naked
before him, and destruction has no covering.” This describes what begins
to take place. A regeneration of the “Rapha” Ghosts of the Giant’s of Gen
6. The fellow residents are in assistance in a joint effort. This is cross
referenced by Isaiah 26:13,14 where they are “visited”. This word has a
double meaning as, being mustard up as an army and a supernatural
intervention from a natural course of events. “They are dead they shall not
rise”, is their natural course but they have been visited. “They” are also the
“Rapha”. It is this visitation by Jesus in which he proclaimed a further
judgement to these Angles that sinned. This judgement begins to be
fulfilled by this breaking in. An army is under construction! They are
brought back to a physical existence to be the Real Army of Darkness! The
image of the Beast.
Here we see a group who went into a hollow earth a fugitive people and
their dead leader, but...SOMETHING COMES BACK OUT!
A Dead Leader: Rev 17:8,11 “The beast, which you saw, once was, now is
not, and will come up out of the Abyss and go to his destruction”. (NIV)
11 "And the beast which was and is not, is himself also an eighth, and is
{one} of the seven, and he goes to destruction”.(NAS) This is a dead
leader of one of seven empires that comes back to life to lead a final One
World Empire just before Christ returns. He comes from the abyss! He is

one that understood a workable knowledge of the occult Dan 8:23. He
would kill Jews in some horrible way that history would always remember
Dan8:24 He would die by a head wound during a war.Rev13:3+14
An Army of “ Locusts” comes out of this pit with him:
Rev 9:1-2 “And he opened the bottomless pit; and there arouse smoke out
of the pit...And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth: ...And
they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose
name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his
name Apollyon”. Locusts has a symbolic meaning as “Nations” Joel 2
describes this same invasion from the Pit. Again by going back to the
Hebrew and using other word variables for this text it can read like this,
“A day of ignorance and concealment, a day of practiced magic and the
lowering of high things, as dawn spreads out upon the mountains, an
abundant congregated mighty people come into existence that has never
been before and shall never be after.” Joel 2:2. Verse 8 claims “they shall
fall upon the sword, they shall not be wounded” KJV. Cross referenced
with Rev 9:9 which describes this same “locusts”, they have “breastplates
of iron”. This is not a normal earthly army. West of Eden is Paradise
which is now emptied. Euphrates in the Greek is not only the name of the
River it means westward! If H.M. Howel is correct about the rivers
flowing out of Eden, their currents are directly affected by the magnetic
currents that radiate out of the earth. The very thing H.A.A.R.P. has been
deployed to effect! What is dried up or emptied may be more than an
earthly river, it may be a disruption of a current by the emptying of Eden
“Westward of Nod” that perhaps enables a “portal” or opening known to
us as the “Devils Triangle”to release the inhabitants within. This area is
associated with electro-magnetic disturbances common to Ghost, UFO and
Demonic experiences.
Rev 16:12 “And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river
Euphrates; and the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of
the east might be prepared.”
We are living in strange times. If this has shaken you up a bit maybe it
should. The very fact that all of this is mentioned in God’s word indicates
also that HE is in complete control. This is not conditional prophecy! This
is unconditional! By that I mean there is NOTHING YOU CAN DO to
change what is going to happen. What you can do is consider where or
rather who do you put your trust and faith in.
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